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INTRODUCTION

Modern
sugarcane
varieties

Breeding programs

Developing a new
sugarcane variety takes

on average 12 years

High level of genetic
complexity

Molecular
markers

ASSOCIATION MAPPING
has become widely used
to identify associations
with relevant traits in

several crops



Aim

The goal of this research was to establish an appropriate genome-wide
association analysis tool in a sugarcane breeding population, and to find
molecular markers associated with high yield and sugar contents, through
successive crop cycles.



Materials and Methods

88 sugarcane clones from the Infield Variety Trials (IVT) of the sugarcane breeding
program of EEAOC (SCBP-EEAOC).

Plant material and phenotyping

The IVT were conducted at two locations in Tucumán, Argentina during three
successive crop cycles. In each trial, a randomized complete-block design with three
replications was used. The individual plot size was 3 rows x 10 m.

Cane yield (CY) (kg plot-1) was evaluated directly by weighing the full
plot in the field. In May of each year, sugar content (SC) was
estimated from 10 randomly chosen stalks from each plot.



Materials and Methods

Field trials were analyzed for each harvesting season independently, using the following mixed
model:

yijk =  + Gi + Sj + B(S) k(j) + GS(ij)+ ijk

Statistical analysis of the phenotypic data

The estimated means (BLUEs) obtained from this model for CY and
SC of all genotypes were used for the association mapping analysis.



Materials and Methods

DArT (Diversity Array Technology)

TRAP (Target Region Amplified Polymorphism)

Genotyping

Genetic dissimilarities between all pairwise combinations of clones were
calculated using the Dice index; then, a Neighbor Joining tree was built
using the Darwin software V.5.0.158.
In order to detect and correct population structure, a PCA was carried out
using a subset of 107 DArT markers. The markers used for PCA were
sampled according to their position in different Linkage Groups of the
Homology Groups of a sugarcane map recently published by Aitken et al.
(2014).

Genetic diversity and population structure



Materials and Methods

GWAS Analysis

Associations between molecular markers and quantitative traits were determined
following the general linear mixed model for each year:

Y = Xβ + Qυ + e

Y is the phenotypic means vector,
X is the incidence matrix of molecular markers,
β is the vector of parameters related to the simple
regression of the markers in the phenotypes,
Q is the eigenvectors of the significant axes of the PCA
matrix,
υ is a vector of predicted values of population structure,
e is the vector of random errors.

PCA scores were used in the
model as random components

Each score of each genotype at
significant PC axes (Tracy-Widom
statistic) were included.



Materials and Methods

GWAS Analysis

Marker-by-marker scan of the genome False-discovery rate (α= 0.05) to control for multiple testing 

All significant markers were fitted in a final multi-QTL model,
adding markers in a stepwise-forward selection manner. This
approach was pursued to control residual QTL

Wald statistic with a liberal P-
value < 0.01 was used.



Results

1,642 DArT
103 TRAPGenotyping

Genetic diversity

Polymorphic
Minor Allele Frequency of 0.10

No particular strong structure in the
mapping population



Results

Population Structure
The first three axes of the PCA using 107 DArT markers distributed across the
sugarcane genome were significant following the Tracy-Widom statistic.



GWAS

Results

Marker-by-marker scan of the genome

2009 2010 2011

Cane yield 43 42 41

Sugar content 38 34 47

Nº of significant markers found for each trait by year



Locus

Cane Yield Sugar Content

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011

M151 * *

M97 * *

M41 * **

M91 * *

M64 * * *

M78 * *

M125 * *

M95 * *

M50 * *

M120 * *

M57 * ***

M189 * *

M46 * *

M30 * **

M71 * *

M58 ** * *

M54 ** * *

M168 * *

M59 * *

M193 * **

M153 * *

M14 * *

M188 * * *

M45 ** *

M181 ** *

M108 * *

M173 * * *

M5 * *

M86 * *

M32 * *

M198 * *

M197 ** *

M203 * *

P-values of the Wald tests: * p<0.01; ** p< 0.001; and *** p<0.0001.
Marker-by-marker scan of the genome

20 markersCane yield

Sugar
content

12 markers

1 marker

2 years

2 years

3 years



GWAS

Results

Cane Yield

2009 2010 2011

locus ASEa P- valueb locus ASEa P- valueb locus ASEa P- valueb

M155 19.74 0.00859 M120 -41.78 0.00001 M100 41.69 0.00013

M17 25.67 0.00114 M140 47.59 0.00002 M105 -22.96 0.00692

M185 34.45 0.00012 M188 20.11 0.01031 M131 30.53 0.00028

M200 -40.12 0.00001 M189 26.52 0.01048 M145 -20.12 0.02756

M30 -21.18 0.01525 M197 34.99 0.00007 M166 20.00 0.01292

M35 -28.78 0.00464 M59 -22.63 0.00441 M193 -22.63 0.01644

M72 -39.44 0.00002 M202 42.83 0.00001

M47 26.47 0.00361

M98 -35.86 0.00694

M99 31.94 0.01779

Sugar Content

2009 2010 2011

locus ASEa P- valueb locus ASEa P- valueb locus ASEa P- valueb

M147 0.30 0.04552 M103 -0.30 0.00728 M101 -0.53 0.00001

M156 -0.54 0.00011 M124 -0.31 0.00873 M15 0.42 0.00293

M181 0.55 0.00011 M153 0.42 0.01627 M150 -0.22 0.04433

M28 -0.81 0.00005 M171 -0.76 0.0000002 M194 0.29 0.01277

M177 -0.38 0.00374 M205 -0.38 0.00293

M183 -0.23 0.06801 M51 0.71 0.00006

M206 0.33 0.01723 M64 -0.48 0.00017

M5 0.40 0.00181 M86 0.25 0.02331

M64 -0.48 0.00003
a
Allele Substitution Effect. Negative sign indicate that the absence of the marker is the desirable allele.

b
P-value of individual markers in the multi-QTL model.

Multi-QTL by year

23

21



Conclusions

•Combining existing phenotypic trial data and genotypic DArT and TRAP marker
characterizations within an LD approach, using PCA as a random component to control
population structure may prove to be highly successful to find molecular markers significantly
associated with the traits.

•Findings reported here must be considered early evidence about the genome regions, and
markers associated with the genetic control of yield-related characteristics in sugarcane should
be further validated.
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